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IndonesianPresidentthanksCIFOR
The importance of CIFOR’s research was given the Presidential seal of approval during CIFOR’s Anniversary
celebrations at the Indonesian Presidential Palace in Bogor on September 8, 2003.
The ceremony commemorated CIFOR’s tenth year in
Indonesia and was attended by 200 people, including the
Indonesian President, Ibu Megawati Soekarnoputri,
Indonesia’s Minister of Forestry, Ambassadors, donor
representatives and key CIFOR partners.
In her speech President Megawati Soekarnoputri
congratulated CIFOR on its success and for the role its

The President of Indonesia, Megawati Soekarnoputri, the Indonesian Minister of
Forestry, Muhammad Prakosa and CIFOR’s Director General, David Kaimowitz,
werethekeyspeakersattheCIFOR’s10thAnniversarycelebration.

research plays in assisting Indonesian efforts to meet the
challenges in the country’s forest sector.
“I wish CIFOR a happy anniversary (and) success and
progress in its endeavours to achieve its noble
objectives,” President Megawati said.
The President said her Government’s forestry
programs require extensive support, including research
and development programs undertaken by organizations
such as CIFOR.
As a symbolic gesture of the importance of Indonesia’s
forests to the future of the environment in both Indonesia
and around the world, the President presented small
trees to students from local primary schools.
Dr. Muhammad Prakosa, Indonesia’s Minister of
Forestry, also complimented CIFOR on its achievements,
saying he was “pleased to see that in the 10 years since
it was established in 1993, CIFOR has become a leading
international research institution in forestry.”
He particularly thanked CIFOR for helping to build the
capacity of the Ministry of Forestry and for its willingness
to examine difficult issues. Dr. Prakosa also expressed his
appreciation for CIFOR’s close work with the Ministry in
its five priority areas of industry restructuring, Illegal
(continued on page 3)

CIFORBrazilcelebratesanniversarywithEmbrapa
CIFOR’s Brazilian Regional Office celebrated CIFOR’s s
10th Anniversary with a forum titled “Forests,
Institutional Management and Development: Options
for the Amazon”. Held at the Estação Gasômetro
Theatre, in Belém, the event celebrated both CIFOR's
10th anniversary and 25 years of research in the
Amazon Basin by the Brazilian Agricultural Research
Corporation (Embrapa).
The forum covered three sessions, identifying
threats and opportunities in forestry and poverty
reduction, forest access and utilization models, and
institutional challenges for the management of
forestry resources. Invited speakers included Carlos
Vicente from Brazil’s Ministry of Environment,
Alfredo Homma of Embrapa Eastern Amazon, Sven
Wunder, Peter Cronkleton, Pablo Pacheco and Patricia
Shanley from CIFOR, and Thomas Hurtienne from the

Federal University.
Adalberto Verrísimo of IMAZON, and Hans Krueger
from GTZ, among many other speakers. The
presentations were followed by a two hour debate
and finished with a closing with a summary from
CIFOR Director General, David Kaimowitz.
The event was attended by more than 100
participants, including representatives from the
Federal and State Attorney's Office, the Timber
Exporters Association, local research institutions,
universities, NGOs, WWF, IICA/Procitropicos and
CIRAD.
As the chief coordinator for the event, CIFOR’s
10th Anniversary in Belem marked a significant
milestone in Senior Associate Benno Pokorny’s career
with CIFOR, prior to his taking up a position with
Germany’s Freiburg University.
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Ringinginthechanges
Dr Jagmohan Maini, or Jag as he prefers to be known, recently stepped down as the Chair of CIFOR's Board of
Trustees, following several years of dedicated service between 1999 and 2003. CIFOR went through many changes
during this period, including a complete restructuring, the selection of a new Director General and dealing with a
looming budget crisis.
When asked about his main achievements, Jag
responded by saying “The question correctly identifies
the internal challenges that CIFOR was facing. But there
were also major external developments underway that
we needed to understand and respond to, for example a
major restructuring of the CGIAR system as well as rapid
shifts in the priorities of the donor community.”
CIFOR’s current Director General, David Kaimowitz,
says Jag has been a major influence in shaping CIFOR’s
direction. “He was able to guide both the Board of
Trustees and the centre itself, and he played a central
role in making sure that CIFOR's research really
responded to what policymakers need,” Kaimowitz said.
Kaimowitz’s predecessor, Jeff Sayer, is equally
complimentary of Jag’s influence, saying Jag
understands forest politics better than anyone while
still remaining a scientist at heart. “He has steered the
international debate through a turbulent decade and is
very sensitive to all of the nuances that establish the
positions of the main countries,” Sayer said.
When Jag became Board Chair he focused on
consolidating CIFOR's strengths and defining its future
strategic directions. “I think we were quite successful in
that,” Jag said. “One of the most challenging tasks
facing a Board of Trustees is selecting a new Director
General. The Board was unanimous in selecting David
Kaimowitz and I firmly believe we chose the best
candidate.”
Gill Shepherd, former Board Member and Senior
Research Associate with the UK’s Overseas Development
Institute, said that Jag's most important task was to
oversee the complex process by which the Board
selected a Director General to replace Jeff Sayer.

JagMaini
addressesan
audienceof300
representatives
fromforest
organizations
aroundtheworld
atCIFOR’s2003
BonnConference
onRural
Livelihoods,
Forestsand
Biodiversity.

“He led this task with discretion and rigour … and we
undoubtedly ended up with the best candidate through
his leadership,” Shepherd said.
As for his other achievements, Jag believes they
include influencing CIFOR to increase its efforts in
countries with low forest cover; connecting CIFOR with
international forest policy deliberations at the UN and
emphasizing the need to assess the impact of CIFOR's
work on forest priorities identified by donors and the
international community.
“The qualities that helped Jag in leading the UN
Forum on Forests from New York were always apparent
in his Board Chair style: diplomacy, a capacity to listen
to all views, but an overall clarity of vision about where
he wanted a process to go in the end,” Shepherd said.
Despite his success, Jag still has some regrets. “I did
not succeed in adequately impressing many CIFOR
researchers with the critical need to explicitly relate
their work to the areas of priority concern identified in
intergovernmental forest policy deliberations,” Jag
said.
David Kaimowitz said that when he first became
Director General, Jag emphasized to him that people
were going to be asking the hard questions about what
CIFOR had achieved. “That concern led us to do much
more to document our accomplishments and to ensure
all of our research really did focus on things that might
have a major impact,” said Kaimowitz.
Jag’s leadership has also impressed colleagues at the
national level. Dr Hadi Pasaribu, the Head of the Forest
Research and Development Agency in Indonesia's
Ministry of Forestry said that Jag brought subtle but
important changes to CIFOR's role as an international
forest research center.
“At a time when forest resources, especially in
Indonesia, are in such a disturbing state, Jag brought an
enlightened vision on how CIFOR could fulfill its role of
keeping all stakeholders informed. This was
inspirational for me as the host country representative
at CIFOR Board meetings in Bogor,” Pasaribu said.
Jag’s commitment to CIFOR has enured a smooth
transition between Board Chairs. His replacement,
Angela Cropper, co-chair of the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment Panel, said she has worked with Jag in a
range of capacities before joining him on CIFOR’s Board.
“But it was in serving on the Board of CIFOR that I
have had the deepest association with Jag Maini. When
I joined the Board he was not yet its Chairperson, but his
outreach and help in orientation as a more grounded
colleague was of immense value to me,” Cropper said.
Cropper most remembers Jag for his advocacy on
behalf of the world’s dry forests, his emphasis on forests
(continued on next page)
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IndonesianPresidentthanksCIFOR (continuedfromfrontpage)
logging, forest fires, decentralization, and
forest plantations.
“We, at the Ministry of Forestry, have also
obtained benefits from CIFOR’s presence here
in Indonesia with collaborative programs to
improve the capacity and capability of our
research institution. A number of our staff
have worked with international researchers
at CIFOR to gain experience and knowledge
through joint research programs.”
“CIFOR has also made a significant
contribution to us by generating new ideas,
provoking dialogue and providing high quality
analyses about the relationship between
forest and people.
“I am confident that CIFOR will continue
to make an important contribution to both
international and national dialogue on forest
policy by helping to shape the debate and CIFOR’s 10th Anniversary was attended by the President of Indonesia, Megawati
providing crucial analyses of complex and Soekarnoputri,andreceivedextensiveTV,printandradiocoverage.
often politically sensitive issues,” Prakosa
David Kaimowitz described the Malinau Research
said.
Forest as “a living laboratory of all the social, economic,
CIFOR was established following the 1992 Earth
and biological changes taking place in the world’s
Summit in Rio de Janeiro, at a time when there was a
tropical forests”.
great deal of global concern about tropical forests.
“Undoubtedly it is one of the world’s most exciting
Although the need for a center such as CIFOR had been
forest projects. And for that we need to thank the
discussed for several years, Rio was the catalyst that
national government, the Bupati of Malinau, Pak Marthin
moved CIFOR from the drawing board to full
Billa, the Ministry of Forestry, and local villagers. We also
implementation.
need to thank important donors such as the ITTO, the
During the years since Rio, CIFOR has received
MacArthur Foundation and the governments of the United
considerable support from some thirty governments and
Kingdom and Germany,” Kaimowitz said.
international agencies. These include Indonesia, Japan,
In addition to the 200 Indonesian and international
the World Bank, the European Commission, the
guests at CIFOR’s 10th Anniversary, some thirty journalists
Netherlands, the US, the UK, Germany, Sweden, Finland,
covered the events, with stories appearing on the front
Switzerland, Norway, Canada, Australia, and Brazil,
page of Indonesia’s major daily Kompas, other major
among others.
newspapers and in several TV news broadcasts. (GC)
In his speech to the international audience, CIFOR’s
Director General expressed his sincere gratitude to
Ringinginthechanges (frompage2)
donors for their crucial support and to the many
individuals who played key roles in establishing CIFOR.
and poverty, and his insistence that CIFOR must do
“CIFOR thanks all its supporters for recognizing the
research that matters.
importance of forest research in reducing poverty and
“His guidance to me in preparing to take over the
protecting the environment. Indeed, using forest
responsibility of chairing the CIFOR Board has been
research to reduce poverty and protect the environment
collegial and nurturing in a big-brotherly sort of way. I
is really what CIFOR is all about. Put simply, CIFOR’s
welcome it. And I thank him for the role model that he
mission is to find ways for rural people to use forests
provides,” Cropper said.
sustainably to earn a living,” Kaimowitz said.
Now, without any employment-related pressures,
Both Kaimowitz and the Minister highlighted the
Jag is free to work on issues that are important to him,
close cooperation between the Government and CIFOR
like strengthening regional cooperation and giving guest
in the Malinau Research Forest in East Kalimantan.
lectures at universities.
“In December 1995 the Government of Indonesia
“I am also an Adjunct Professor at the University of
designated 300,000 hectares of forest in East
Toronto,
where I pursue research on international
Kalimantan, to be developed as a model of exemplary
cooperation
and international negotiations related to
forest management. This is an example how the
forests. I can now write and most importantly spend
Government of Indonesia (has supported) CIFOR
more time with my family. Of course I will be in close
research activities. And now we see, with the support
touch with CIFOR and assist in whatever way I can,” Jag
from all partners, CIFOR at the global cutting edge of
said. (PS, GC)
the forestry research,” Prakosa said.
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Dietanddiseaseamongforestpeople
Forest products play an essential role as a food safety net and a a source of medicinal
plants for millions of the world’s rural poor. But this role is rarely estimated precisely.
CIFOR has been addressing this short coming through recent studies to quantify the real
contribution of forest products to the diet and health status of forest dwellers in the
Malinau Research Forests in East Kalimantan.

A Punanforest
dwellerin
Malinau’sTubu
watershedis
givenahealth
check-up.(Photo
byEdmond
Dounias)

Comparing Punan communities
living in remote areas of the
upper Tubu with Punan
communities resettled in the
vicinity of Malinau city
revealed
very
different
economic
and
health
conditions. The former have
the best possible access to
forest products and depend on
a subsistence economy because
of their remoteness. The latter
have more economic resources
and poor access to forest
products.
The forest dwellers have
much poorer health, mainly
due to the fact that they have
much lower access to primary
health services. They suffer
particularly from skin diseases and bad teeth and child
mortality can be as high as 35 deaths per 100 births. In
resettlement areas close to Malinau this last figure drops
to six deaths for 100 births.
To investigate this further, CIFOR’s Edmond Dounias
and Audrey Selzner set off into the forest. They visited
three villages to compare diets. The villages included:
Long Payang, a periurban location with diversified
activities but poor access to forest products; Rian Tubu, a
remote village but with active swidden cultivators nearly
self-sufficient in rice; and Long Pada, a remote village
still dependent on hunting and gathering to complement
the diet.
“Food habits are oriented by cultural choices and free
will," Selzner said, "But they are also conditioned by
environmental constraints and depend on local access to
wild as well as domesticated resources.”
Selzner and Dounias’s painstaking research involved
sitting with villagers and analysing 827 dishes of food over
108 house-days among 27 different houses composed of
43 households and 238 individuals. They even took a set
of solar powered precision weighing scales.
The scales were used to measure ingredients before
cooking, to weigh meals when they were ready, to weigh
each consumer’s meals, and to weigh any leftovers.
The ingredients the Punan use would intrigue even the
most reluctant chef. They included wild boar, deer,
macaque monkey, mice, squirrels, river snails, ferns,
quail grass, papaya, citronella grass, onions, rambai fruit,
chillies, lemons, mushrooms, cassava roots, bean-curd
and taro.
Needless to say, the location governed the proportion
of the ingredients in the diet and where they came from.
Those groups further from the forest obviously ate less

forest products and bought more food from local stores.
But that also gave them access to more variety.
“In Indonesia, people downstream ate seven different
types of meat while we were there, but the Punan in the
forest only ate three types,” Selzner said.
Dounias and Selzner even checked up on the use of
snacks between meals.
“Snacking is extremely common among the Punan, as
it is among many hunting and gathering societies. More
than 30 percent of the calories among Cameroonian
Pygmies come from snacks,” Dounias said. In Indonesia,
people living near the city ate cakes, ice cream and soft
drinks, while the forest people contented themselves
with seasonal fruit.
At the end of the research, however, Selzner found
that the people in each village ate almost the same
proportions of protein (about 24-27 percent), starch
(about 50-53 percent) and vegetables (about 22-23
percent). According to Selzner, this seems to constitute a
well-balanced diet, but the people downstream have a
more diversified diet.
Dounias and Selzner are still working towards a clear
answer to the differences in health problems. “To get a
more accurate picture further research is needed on a
seasonal basis to identify chronic as well as seasonal
nutrient deficiencies that may affect health. This is
especially true among high-risk groups like children and
pregnant women,” Dounias said. (PS)
This study was funded jointly by IRD (French Research
Institute for Development) and CIFOR’s “Forests and Livelihoods”
programme.

CIFORIMPACT:Deliveringthemessage
Throughout 2003 over 350 news stories mentioned
CIFOR, compared to 170 in 2002. Stories appeared in
Algemeen Dagblad, BBC, Deutche Welle, The
Economist, International Herald Tribune, the Korean
Herald, Newsweek, New Scientist, The Wall Street
Journal, and most major international wire services.
Most Indonesian newspapers and magazines and a
number of television and radio stations ran stories.
Among the topics that attracted the greatest
attention were research on fast growing tree
plantations, the links between oil exports and
deforestation, forest debt, illegal logging, money
laundering, forest fires, and the Malinau Research
th

Forest, as well as CIFOR’s 10 anniversary activities.
The media coverage of CIFOR’s research has drawn
responses from government decision makers,
members of parliament, donors, NGOs and industry
alike, demonstrating that CIFOR’s message is being
heard.

Forestdwellersonthebrink
Pygmies have always been mysterious figures, appearing silently out of the deepest forests and disappearing just
as suddenly. Except for curious anthropologists, explorers and the occasional Hollywood filmmaker, modern
society has all but passed them by.
live. Yet because of their marginalization, they derive
little benefit from this activity.
As one Pygmy eloquently stated, “We Pygmies are also
human beings. We were living in this forest before these
villagers claiming now to be our patrons joined us. The
forest was our life: we were in the forest and the forest in
us. They (the Bantu) asked us to come and live here. The
result is bad. You have vehicles, clothes and money. Do
you want us to be like you now that we are living in
villages like the Bantu?”
“Unfortunately, nobody is taking care of us. We are
abandoned. Logging companies don’t care about us. We
see them every day going into the forest of our ancestors
and our spirits, to log timber. Maybe one day we will go
back to the forest, our forest, but to do what and to live
how? The Government is ignoring us.”
According to Oyono, the best form of devolution of
forest management responsibilities in Africa will come
about when both rights and functional obligations are
transferred to the peoples who depend more on the
forest.
“Greater attention must be given to developing
forestry and social policies that transfer specific rights to
the forest populations. Measures like these could help to
redress the inequities facing the Pygmies,” Oyono said.
CIFOR's Yanti Kusumanto has encountered similar issues
in Indonesia. The Pelepat watershed in western Jambi in
Sumatra is home to several groups of deep forest dwellers,
called Orang Rimba. They mainly gather forest resources
for their own consumption or trade.
Traditionally, the Orang Rimba exchange forest
products like rattan and latex for luxuries like cigarettes,
sugar or rice.
“Now, as large-scale forestry operations deplete the
forest resources, the Orang Rimba depend increasingly on
trade with village communities,” Kusumanto said.
The Orang Rimba around Pelepat is a fluid group of
core families that have ties to other families. Each may
cluster with other families and form subgroups but remain
associated to the main group. Very recently they have
(continued on page 6)

PhotobyEdmondDounias

Now their survival is threatened as they find themselves
increasingly marginalized. Their mobile lifestyle means
they are being ignored by the authorities and they are not
equipped to deal with the forces that are taking control of
the forests they have lived in for thousands of years.
Pygmies live throughout the immense wet forests of
central Africa. Similar tribes live in the deep forests of
Amazonia and in Indonesia. Historically, they are huntergatherers, roaming over large areas of forest, which they
regard as their own.
Their territories overlap the areas occupied by more
settled communities, but this did not cause problems in
the past because of the availability of forest resources.
The Pygmies' only contact with the external world was in
casual trade with other local communities.
Nowadays things are different. Phil René Oyono from
CIFOR's Central and West Africa Regional Office in
Cameroon has been studying the Baka pygmies in the
east of the country.
“The Baka society has been changing significantly for
decades,” he said. “There are many reasons for this, such
as intermarriage with the local but ethnically different
Bantu groups, the chance to pursue paid work and the
influence of Western education.”
In fact, the Pygmies have long since stopped being
exclusively hunter-gatherers. In the last 40 years they
have begun working as labourers for the Bantu farmers or
opening up small food plots themselves. Nevertheless,
they are still a neglected minority. Cameroon’s forestry
law, although aimed at decentralization, makes no
mention of any special concern for the Pygmies. No major
national programme, including the National Environment
Management Program or the Forestry and Environment
Sector Program, makes any reference to them.
“We have found that even when they are included in
development initiatives, they are still neglected,” said
Oyono. Since 2001, four village communities embracing
different ethnic groups have managed forests in the Lomié
area, as part of a decentralization experiment, with each
community setting up a management committee.
But a recent study showed that Pygmies are not
involved in the committees or in any decision making
process. It is no surprise the Pygmies feel dispossessed. A
recent social survey found that they felt the Bantu and the
State held all the rights to define limits in the forest.
The local Bantu groups are not always sympathetic.
“We have been calling for compensation for the loss of the
forest, which our ancestors bequeathed to us, and for it to
be managed as a reserve today, but the Pygmies of this
village have never shown any interest in the cause,” said
Liboire Mpouam, a Bantu inhabitant of a village on the
edge of the Dja Biosphere Reserve near Lomié.
“It seems that they (the Pygmies) do not consider it to
be their problem.”
Commercial logging of the forest is the primary
economic interest in the areas where the Pygmy families
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StimulatingpolicydialogueaboutAfrica’sdryforests

CIFOR’s research into Africa’s dry forests now includes one of the continent’s poorest
countries, the landlocked West African nation of Burkina Faso.
The three-year project,
developed in Burkina Faso, the team knows circumstances
funded by the Swedish
vary across Africa.
International Development
“"Differences in vegetation affect the prospects of an
Co-operation Agency (Sida),
industry like honey, but there are also big differences in
aims to determine the best
development” Tiveau said. “Burkina Faso, for instance,
ways to alleviate poverty in
still has virtually no electricity outside the main cities.”
the communities that rely on
Options such as eco-tourism could also be considered,
dry
forests,
without
but again, west African drylands have a lot less wildlife
jeopardising the forests
than southern Africa.
themselves.
“There’s really no bush in western Africa without
Under the leadership of
villages” Tiveau said. “"You only have to drive for a couple
Swedish forester Daniel
of minutes and you’ll see a village, and they are all
Tiveau, CIFOR has opened a project office in Burkina
desperate for resources.”
BurkinaFaso’s
dryforests
Faso’s capital, Ouagadougou.
They will also look for solutions completely outside the
providetherural
“In the past decade, world attention has tended to
forests. For example, until two or three years ago, the
poorwitha
concentrate on the destruction of tropical rainforest, even
price of propane gas for cooking fuel was subsidised in
rangeof
though worldwide degradation and conversion of dry
Burkina Faso.
services,
forests is far more advanced than that of wet forests,”
When the subsidy ended, most people, even in the
includingfuelDaniel Tiveau said.
cities,
went back to wood for fuel, increasing the pressure
woodforhomes
Dry forests also occupy more area than wet forests.
on the dry forests once again.
andrural
They exist in all developing regions of the world, including
Whatever options they explore, the team will be very
industries.
wary of past pitfalls.
(PhotobyDaniel Asia and Latin America, but are most prominent in Africa.
In fact the wide variety of dry forests in Africa - from
“Most of the ideas in the past have been ‘technical
Tiveau)
the desert margin scrub through to closed woodlands and
fixes’ that didn’t work, like the many donors who began
deciduous forests - support the the majority of the people
huge fuel-wood planting projects during the ‘Sahelian’
and livestock of all the continent’s ecosystems.
drought of the late 1970s and 80s, which coincided with
The resources drawn from these forests are intricately
the energy crisis” Tiveau said.
interwoven with all aspects of the local’s lives and the
“The land is simply too dry and the seedlings died. The
national economy, in ways that are not always considered
efforts should have been concentrated on protecting the
in either local or national planning.
naturally-regenerated dry forests.” (MJ)
Dry forests provide construction material for farm
structures and homes for millions. They also provide the
bulk of dry-season fodder for vast livestock populations,
without which this sub-sector would often not be viable.
Forest dwellers on the brink
“They provide fuel-wood for domestic and rural
(continuedfrompage5)
industry uses, including drying major agricultural crops
and fish. They actually protect the water and soil resource
been trying to get the village authority to formally
base for agriculture, yet they are seen as far less recognise them as residents. This need emerged due to
important than agriculture because they don’t produce
conflicts with other Orang Rimba groups over forest
timber of great monetary value,” Tiveau said.
resources and decreasing forested areas.
Many species have medicinal value, bark for curing
“The Orang Rimba's customary concepts of resources
diarrhea, roots used for treating malaria and the leaves of access and control have been disregarded in past and
species such as the baobab (the monkey bread tree) can
present forest policies and they have been marginalized
be used for human food.
relative to other people at the site. Because of their
Most villagers appreciate the forest’s myriad uses and nomadic lifestyle, administratively the group does not
avoid harvesting many species for fuel wood. They use belong anywhere,” Kusumanto said
traditional axes and their cutting methods encourage the
In Cameroon, Oyono thinks the changes at work are
vegetative reproduction that maintains the resource.
irresistible. “Participatory management of the forests is
But the pressures of increasing population, reaching even the most remote regions. The nomadic way
overgrazing, clearing for agriculture and ongoing droughts of life of the Pygmy and other tribes like them is coming
may be increasing the rate of desertification.
to an end, as they are not equipped to meet the
“Our team’s challenge is to find ways to both preserve challenges of modern forest development.”
the resource, and use it better,” Tiveau said.
But Oyono firmly believes that as the original residents
One option In Burkina Faso might be to develop a of the forest, they have more rights to it than many
honey industry. But while the honey industry has been very
others. According to Oyono, the question that needs
successful in Zambia, and could possibly be further answering is: “How do we protect these rights?” (PS)
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Researchpartnerships:Influencingtheforestagenda?
For CIFOR, collaborative research is seen as vital in influencing both major forest policy issues and public
opinion at the global, national and local levels. But the question increasingly asked is: does research with
partners actually have the impact desired?
Approximately 70 percent of CIFOR’s research is
conducted away from its headquarters in Bogor,
Indonesia. This is done through collaborative
arrangements with national scientists and institutes, and
especially with partners in developing countries.
The most common underlying assumptions about
collaborative research argue that findings enhance
scientific productivity, improve accountability, and have
high applicability. CIFOR decided to test these
assumptions by measuring the impact of CIFOR’s ten
years of research by drawing parallels between science
at one end and policy at the other.
CIFOR initiated a study in early September 2003 to
assess it research partners’ perceptions of doing
collaborative science with CIFOR. The aim of the study
was to gather facts about how collaborative research
findings influence forest policy.
One of the major challenges of the study was to
reach out across the globe to a maximum number of
research partners in order to get their feedback.
Through informal interviews and an email survey, a first
attempt was made to get an overview of CIFOR’s
collaborative research from its partners’ perspectives.
Several limitations to the survey methods became
immediately apparent, including the ability of partners
to respond in time, language issues and the use of email
as the medium of communication.
Within fifteen days of launching the email survey,
CIFOR received responses from more than 70
institutional and individual partners, embracing a total
of 16 developing countries and seven developed
countries.
Of the total respondents, about 80 percent had
partnered with CIFOR for more than five years, with the
remaining 20 percent less than five years. Survey
respondents represented almost all research programs
conducted in collaboration on various issues such as
adaptive collaborative management, community
forestry, illegal logging, plantations, non-timber forest
products, biodiversity, policy and networking.
Most of the respondents said collaborative research
had, over the long-term, yielded a high rate of return
through multiple effects. The advantages of working in
collaboration included benefiting from the credibility of
the partner institution, the expertise of scientists, the
use of multidisciplinary approaches, networking, and
the wider recognition of research publications.
According to one partner, Professor Gill Mendoza
from the University of Illinois, CIFOR has taken a strong
leadership position at the interface between research
and development particularly in forestry and natural
resources.
“I believe this is a niche (and that) CIFOR is
recognized internationally as a key institution in
advancing not only ‘cutting edge’ research, but (also
for) its relevance and application to ‘real’ issues and

problems,” Mendoza said.
An important aspect of CIFOR’s collaborative
research is the active involvement of its partners in
choosing and planning research topics. Respondents
were asked to comment on their participation in
research topic selection. About 42 percent of survey
respondents stated they played an active role, right
through from the conception of the research project.
Thirty-nine percent said research topics were already
well-set in advance, but that they played an important
role in process planning. A further 19 percent said that
topic and planning ware to some degree set in advance.
As a partner in Brazil put it, “Although the
mainstream of the project was preset, all collaborators Photoby
ChristianCossalter
had the freedom to choose the level of their
participation. Project leaders were totally open to
proposals to improve any aspects of the project, even
offering infrastructure.”
From
the
partners’
perspective,
CIFOR’s
collaborative research findings are highly utilized at
local, regional and global levels by policy makers and
donors. Dr. J. P.D. Bouillet, Head of Research Team
Cirad-Foret, who has been involved with CIFOR for more
than seven years, said “the findings had helped convince
ECO-sa a Congo eucalypt company, to manage organic
matter in an environmentally-friendly way.
According to another partner, Anne Larson of
Nitlapan in Managua, “World Bank projects as well as
individual Bank consultants incorporated findings in new
projects. The Mexican government’s new forestry law
incorporated decentralization of some responsibilities to
local governments after workshop presentations
discussing results from CIFOR’s Latin American
research”.
Improving future collaborative research findings,
according to Nicodeme Tchamou of CARPE, will require
“using field research results to actually lobby target
groups for change is somehow missing”. Tchamou argues
that to have policy influence, collaborative research
findings should be fed-in to the public debate more
strategically, and have better follow-up procedures and
evaluation of research projects.
Findings of CIFOR’s study corroborate the finding of
similar research studies that research ‘partnerships’ on
forests and people are successful due to strong,
strategic, shared leadership that purposely seeks
collaborative advantages. CIFOR’s study also confirmed
other similar research findings that collaborative
research has a higher mutual accountability and
provides a shared vision with a sense of purpose.
Overall, CIFOR’s study suggests that collaborative
research yields greater utility value through
dissemination and implementation of research outputs.
In conclusion, the study found that:
• partnerships are best understood as social
(continued on page 10)
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DecentralizationandforestsinIndonesia
The trend in many countries to decentralise decision-making power and resources to lower levels of government
can be a either good or bad for the forest-dependent poor.

PhotobyChristianCossalter
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Decentralised power means local governments have
greater opportunities to address the specific needs of the
poor in their communities. But without good tools and
strategies for reducing poverty, their decisions may be
ineffective.
A project by CIFOR and Freiburg University, funded by
BMZ (Germany’s Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development), aims to come up with tools and strategies
to help local governments use their new powers more
effectively in reducing poverty.
Specifically, these governments need to be able to
prioritise their actions and evaluate the impacts of
various programs.
“The project will build on CIFOR’s previous project on
criteria indicators for sustainability,” says co-leader of the
Poverty and Decentralisation project, social scientist Lini
Wollenberg.
“Many people are concerned about poverty, but
they’re not sure about how to measure it. National
standards are often not appropriate at the local level, yet
some standard is necessary for aggregating data for
national statistics.”
The team has chosen two locations with significant
numbers of forest-dependent rural poor for the project,
to run from May 2003 - April 2006.
The first is in East Kalimantan, Indonesia (the district
governments of Kutai Barat and Malinau) and the second
in Pando, Bolivia (the municipal governments of Bolpebra
and El Sena), both with high concentrations of forestdependent rural poor.
The teams will begin by making baseline poverty
profiles for both sites through focus groups, key informant

interviews, informal surveys, and workshops.
Alongside this, the teams will analyze stakeholders'
interests and capacities to address poverty. They’ll then
create a preliminary explanatory framework of local
government's role in poverty alleviation.
The teams will also seek information from other
partners. “We want to build on our network to exchange
information with organisations who are interested in
poverty and working on indicators. We hope through
brochures and, indeed, newsletters like CIFOR News, to
find seven to ten partners working on other major
projects,” Wollenberg said.
In phase two this framework will be refined and
adapted through repeated small-scale trials of indicators
and monitoring systems for use by local governments.
The third phase will include meetings of experts and
comparative analyses with other sites to produce a
practical resource kit for local governments and
organisations working with them.
The teams will also be careful to avoid the problems
this area of research often presents.
“One classic pitfall of poverty research is to measure
poverty in terms of income rather than assets,” said Lini
Wollenberg.
“People’s access to land or forest may be more
important to their well-being than a particular cash
windfall which they go and spend. One of our partners in
Sumba, Indonesia, was measuring poverty per household in
a way that didn’t take account of people’s dependency on
their extended family. In reality, many people were not so
vulnerable to life’s shortfalls as they seemed at the
individual family level.” (MJ)
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DecentralizationandforestsinLatinAmerica
There are two opposing views of decentralization in forest management. Critics argue that things are not
going to change when municipalities in forested areas receive greater responsibilities. In some cases it
could even worsen the current situation. But a growing group of supporters argue that decentralization,
with all that it implies for institutionalizing social participation, is essential for conserving the healthy
forest. CIFOR has been working actively on the effects of decentralization in Latin America to find out the
true story. “In our research, we found there are some good reasons to support decentralization in Latin
America,” said Pablo Pacheco, an Associate forest researcher from CIFOR and the Amazonian Institute for
Environmental Research, based in Belem, Brazil. “But in some circumstances we need to be cautious
about the results.”
In some situations the positive effects of
decentralization can be overridden by other policies
or market changes. Elsewhere, decentralization can
harmonize decision making, and include the interests
of previously marginalized peoples. Furthermore,
decentralization can benefit local people because it
helps to involve municipal governments in local
development, as well as building social participation
and strengthening democracy. In other situations,
decentralization may help to reinforce the power of
local elites, who often exploit forest resources and
promote deforestation. “Decentralization by itself is
not the answer,” Pacheco said, “Other conditions
need to be in place to conserve forests and share the
benefits of forest resources.”
“We have been assessing the models of
decentralization that have been implemented, as well
as the role of the different actors and the ecological
and social outcomes of the different models,” said
Brazil-based collaborator, Professor Fabiano Toni from
the University of Rio Grande del Norte. Currently,
almost all countries in Latin America are attempting
to decentralize the management of forest resources
to municipal government, a process involving new
responsibilities and increased financial resources.
Some have been moving aggressively, like Bolivia;
others slower, like Nicaragua. And some are doing
both. “I would say decentralization is quite advanced
in Honduras,” said Anne Larson, a CIFOR Associate
based in Nicaragua. “The problem is implementation.
On paper, at least, Honduran municipalities have even
greater decision-making power over local forests than
the Bolivians.” However, in Brazil, the formal process
of transferring responsibilities and resources from the
upper to the lower levels of government has not yet
been set in motion.
Decentralization can contribute to municipal
forest management if three conditions are met. The
process must promote fairer access to forest
resources for all the people who depend on them to
make a living. It must stimulate the growth of
financial resources invested in forestry initiatives and
have multiplier economic effects. Finally,
decentralization should assist the planning of better
management of forest resources and natural resources
conservation.
In practice, however, all three
conditions are seldom achieved together.
Success comes where local politics and the local
economy are strongly influenced by local groups like
rural communities and urban dwellers who derive

income from forest resources. Municipalities where
small-scale timber extraction is the dominant activity
are usually good examples of successful
decentralization, such as the Bolivian Chiquitania
north of La Paz, and some municipalities dominated
by ejidos in Honduras and Guatemala. The presence
of indigenous people may also enhance
decentralization if municipal governments are not
competing with indigenous groups for control of
resources.
“Decentralization has allowed local associations
of small-scale loggers in Bolivia to access forested
areas declared as municipal forest reserves,” Pacheco
said. “The municipalities also provide technical
assistance.” It has also brought larger financial
resources to support community forestry in
Guatemala and Honduras, and more money to pay
trained staff in the municipalities to meet the needs
for local forest users. In contrast, in Nicaragua,
transferring responsibilities to lower levels of
government has not been particularly beneficial for
local municipalities.
Furthermore, in situations where agricultural
frontiers are actively expanding, as in many
municipalities in Brazil, local governments may invest
in expansionist activities because of the potential
political and economic benefits. When it comes to
natural resources, short-term gain often wins out over
long-term planning. In some instances, local elites
take advantage of decentralization by seeking profits
from logging or forest conversion over other land
uses. In other instances, decentralization fails
because local authorities are unable or unwilling to
police corrupt practices. Fabiano Toni cited an
example in Brazil where a mayor owns three of the
four local sawmills and uses his influence to exert
control over as much forest as he can.
“In short, it is not yet clear which groups have
benefited most from decentralization,” Pacheco
concluded. “The trade-offs between forest health
and improving people's livelihoods are mediated by
several
political
and
economic
forces.
Decentralization can redirect some of them but
others are strong enough to shape the outcomes of
decentralization in unexpected ways.” (PS, FT, PP)
*Many publications have been released containing the
results of this research, including the book "Municipal forest
management in Latin America" (Spanish version, released in PhotobyChristianCossalter
May 2003) [CIFOR/IDRC, Bogor, Indonesia]. This condenses
all the case studies done in six different countries, and
offers some comparative analysis.
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SavingMahogany,savingforests,savinglives
Opinion-LauraSnook,Forester,CIFOR
The dark-red and highly prized timber from the world’s rapidly diminishing supply of mahogany trees epitomizes
the ongoing conflict and controversies regarding tropical forests. Most media coverage has focused on the
underbelly of the mahogany trade, reporting accusations of slavery, threats to indigenous South American tribes and
unchecked illegal logging.

There is truth to this media coverage.
Unlike mahogany itself, loggers guilty of
using treachery and violence to get at
this prized timber are not a rare
species. Only last year the Brazilian
government freed more than 1,400 slave
laborers working in the mahogany
sector.
Often in their quest to meet the world’s
demand
for
mahogany,
loggers
penetrate deep into remote tribal lands,
bringing with them diseases to which
local people have little resistance. But it
would be wrong to assume conflict and
controversy
occur
everywhere
mahogany is logged.
Mahogany need not be associated
with violence, crime or unsustainable
logging. Indeed, methods for ensuring
the mahogany industry has a sustainable
future do exist and actions to address
current problems are already underway.
Illegal logging, which threatens the
species in Peru and Brazil, has seen the
US and European countries reject
Brazilian mahogany exported under fraudulent permits.
The problem is also being addressed at the source, with
the Brazilian government suspending mahogany logging.
Successful efforts to guarantee the survival of the
magnificent mahogany and the economic benefits it offers
poor rural communities can be found elsewhere in Latin
America. In parts of Central America, environmentally and
economically sustainable techniques for managing
mahogany are providing livelihoods to thousands of rural
people while conserving hundreds of thousands of
hectares of tropical forests.
A few hours south of Cancun, Mexico, more than 40
communities, many of them indigenous Maya Indians, own
up to 50,000 hectares of forest land. Each year
communities harvest mahogany trees from four percent of
their forest area, and plant mahogany seedlings in the
resulting canopy openings. A few communities have
sawmills where members earn wages converting their logs
to the boards they sell to buyers. Some run carpentry
shops and produce furniture. These diverse forests also
yield other saleable products and sources of livelihood.
Latex sold for chewing gum is harvested by machetewielding men climbing trees. Railroad ties are made from
other hardwood species and communities sell palm leaves
for thatching the roofs of local dwellings or beachside
restaurants catering to tourists.
Across the border in Belize, an NGO owns and manages
100,000 hectares – some six percent of the country’s total
land area. The “Programme for Belize” harvests timber,
PhotobyLauraSnook
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including mahogany, from 18 percent of their forest land,
to help pay the costs of protecting these forest
ecosystems. The continued existence of these habitats is
crucial for the survival of jaguars, tapirs, pumas, monkeys,
toucans and many migrating birds from the US and
Canada.
To ensure these habitats and their mahogany survive,
the NGO harvests mahogany timber from only 2.5 percent
of its timber management area each year. It leaves 20
mahogany seed trees on each 100 hectare felling
compartment to generate new mahogany trees. The
mahogany produced by the “Programme for Belize” and a
number of Mexican communities is certified according to
the Forest Stewardship Council’s internationally agreed
guidelines.
Both Mexico and Belize are showing the world not only
how mahogany can be sustainably harvested but also how
logging can continue to provide livelihoods for rural
workers and their families. Strategies for achieving these
outcomes were further developed at an international
workshop on sustaining mahogany, sponsored by the
Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR), in
Chetumal, Mexico in early November, 2003.
These advances are coming just in time. The same
month mahogany was placed under the protection of the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES). CITES will require producing countries to define
sustainable levels of mahogany production and limit their
export permits accordingly.
Let’s hope mahogany producers in Brazil, Peru and
elsewhere pay attention to both CITES and the outcomes
of the Chetumal workshop. These will not only benefit
mahogany, but will provide technologies and strategies for
conserving their tropical forest homelands and ensuring
sustainable livelihoods.

Researchpartnerships...
(continuedfrompage7)

instruments that can enhance policy effectiveness
collaborative research is a slow process but it can
influence major decision through its findings
• collaborative research plays a crucial role in
establishing networks and thereby wider
dissemination of research findings.
A further conclusion is that, while the impact of
research on policies changes quite constantly and is
unpredictable, one thing that remains constant is the
partnership.
•

By Purabi Bose from CIFOR’s impact assessment team. The
adoption study was presented at the Amsterdam congress on
‘Globalization, Localization and Tropical Forest Management in
21st Century’, October, 2003.
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Dataaboutdatacananswercomplex
forestquestions
A database on forest fires will tell you if the number of fires in the Amazon
is increasing. Another database will tell you about the weather. A third
database will show you changes in land use. Yet another will store maps.

data to, say, find out if more fires are starting in cleared
forest in the southern Amazon in the dry season than the
wet?
The answer is simple: you use metadata. But what is
metadata? According to CIFOR’s Geographical
Information Services specialist, Atie Puntodewo,
metadata is data about data - a kind of electronic index
that contains a summary of information and its location.
“Metadata itself does not contain all the data.
Instead it provides a short description about data and
how to find it,” Puntodewo said. “This allows people to
search for different types of information and merge it
into an understandable form, which is usually a picture
or a map.”
Researchers are using metadata to get simple answers
from increasingly complex questions by using
increasingly complex data. “Policymakers and forest
users at the local, national and global levels need
accurate and reliable information to make decisions
about forest use and conservation,” said Joris Siermann,
an Associate Expert in CIFOR's Information Services
Group.
“Spatial forest information can provide a valuable
insight into planning and decision making.”
This is the objective of the Forest Spatial Information
Catalogue, currently being developed by Siermann and
Purtodewo with financial support from the World Bank’s
Global Public Goods Initiative.
“What we are creating is a catalogue of information
sources for scientists and partners to use. The catalogue
provides access to a wide range of forest-related data
like forest cover, land use and forest management as well
as results from spatial modeling, satellite images and
base maps,” Siermann said.
Users can search the system by selecting a box
somewhere on a world map or by typing one or more
keywords. The catalogue has the added advantage of
assisting researchers and other information producers
make their findings accessible to users.
“The data are alive because the geographic
information system experts in CIFOR use the database
directly. We also provide other search engines with our
metadata as well, like the International Union of Forest
Research Organizations’ Global Forest Information
Service* and in the near future the CGIAR's consortium
for spatial information,” Purtodewo said.

The target audience is government analysts,
conservation and development NGOs, producer
organizations and researchers who need forest-related
geospatial information for land use planning, forest
resource assessment, carbon trading and biodiversity
conservation.
According to Siermann, the data is structured so that
it will help CIFOR’s partners make better-informed
decisions based on knowledge-rich maps using data from
many different sources. “Furthermore the on-line access
allows potential users to overcome the hurdle of data
ownership. The system's computers integrate the data
when the user asks a question through the web browser,
so there is no need to have the data on their own hard
drives,” Siermann said. (PS)
The Forest Spatial Information Catalogue can be accessed at
http://gislab.cifor.cgiar.org/fsic
* www.gfis.net

MapsbyJorisSiermann

With all the
different
sources
of
information,
how do you go
about correlating

CIFOR’sGISteamplaysakeyroleinCIFOR’smulti-factedworkin
the Malinau Research Forest by providing quality maps, satellite
images and spatial data analysis. The team helps organize and
store the data and provides on-site GIS training to local
stakeholders.
GIS data provides a valuable tool for planning and decision
making by showing the spatial relationships between forests, land
formations, waterways, topography, human settlements and other
landscapefeatures.
GISalsoassistswithCIFOR’sfireresearchbyprovidingsatellite
imagesoffirehotspots.
TheGISunit,withfinancialaidoftheWorldbank'sGlobalPublic
Goodsinitiative,hasinitiatedaprojecttodevelopanonlinecatalog
withspatialforestryinformationforusebyitsscientistsandpartners.
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QuebecdeclarationonNWFP globalpartnership
One of the highlights at the September 2003 World Forestry Congress was a full day seminar on Non-Wood Forest
Products (NWFP)*, hosted by the International Union of Forestry Research Organizations (IUFRO), NWFP Research
Group, FAO's Forest Products and Economics Division, and CIFOR.
The seminar was attended by some 50 NWFP experts from
around the world and marked the culmination of an eight
month global e-dialogue on the conservation,
development and management of NWFPs.
The seminar provided an invaluable opportunity to
take stock of the state of scientific and traditional
knowledge on NTWPs, identify key opportunities and
constraints in NTWP research, and strengthen
collaboration among international and national
organizations to advance the knowledge and sustainable
utilization on NTFPs.
Discussion was organized around three key themes:
“NTFP Commercialization - A Reality Check”, “Linking
NWFP Management with Livelihood Development” and
“Institutional and Policy Development for Non-Timber
Forest Products”. Research by CIFOR and partners
highlighted key issues relating to the role of NTFPs in
forest management and poverty reduction.
The main output of the seminar was the “Quebec
Declaration on Strengthening Global Partnerships to
Advance Sustainable Development of Non-Wood Forest
Products”. The Declaration prioritizes emerging issues in
the NWFP sector while also drawing the attention of the
WFC and forest resources decision makers to key policy
and research recommendations. The full declaration is
included below.
Quebec Declaration on Strengthening Global
Partnerships to Advance Sustainable Development of
Non-Wood Forest Products Rationale.
• NWFP's are of growing importance in both the North
and the South. There is increasing evidence of this
importance in the North.
• NWFPs are harvested from wild to intensively
managed systems.
• NWFP uses, users and production approaches change
over time, and are significant at all levels of society,
from local to global.
• There are important opportunities to manage forests
for multiple purposes and products that will increase
forest values.

PhotosbyBrianBelcher
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Issue 1: There is a profound lack of information
necessary to realize the full benefits of NWFPs for
individual, community and national well-being; decisionmakers, forest managers and resource users alike lack
information about economic, ecological and social
characteristics of NWFPs and their uses.
Recommendation 1a: The participants recommend
that government efforts be strengthened to conduct
research and generate, compile and disseminate
information and statistics to key stakeholders on NWFP
resources and their socioeconomic and ecological values.
Recommendation 1b: The participants recommend
that governments and development agencies support
education and public awareness programs for NWFP
conservation and sustainable use.
Issue 2: Lack of protected rights to access and benefit
from NWFP resources can adversely affect their
conservation and sustainable use and discourage
investment in the resource.
Recommendation 2a: The participants recommend
that governments, with assistance from concerned
agencies and organizations, develop and implement
policies and legislation to provide secure access and
benefits to the people whose livelihoods are dependent
on or supplemented by non-wood forest products.
Recommendation 2b: The participants recommend
that governments, with assistance from concerned
agencies and organizations, ensure that stakeholders,
particularly collectors, growers and traders are provided
incentives to sustainably manage NWFP resources.
Issue 3: Individuals, communities and institutions
generally lack the technical, financial, political and social
capacity to influence policies and generate information
necessary to manage and monitor NWFP resources
effectively.
Recommendation 3a: The participants recommend
that governments, with assistance from concerned
agencies and organizations, support programs and
projects to build individual, institutional, and communitybased capacity to manage NWFPs through multistakeholder participation.
Recommendation 3b: The participants recommend
that governments and research agencies give priority to
research and the development and dissemination of
management practices to be integrated into multipurpose forest and agroforest resource management.
The Quebec Declaration is supported by documents
and summaries produced by contributors and participants
of the e-consultation and WFC seminar. Full details:
www.sfp.forprod.vt.edu

* NWFPs are also often called Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs)
and refer to any product or service from the forest other than the
large scale use of timber.

NewCIFORNTFP publications
Increased emphasis on poverty alleviation in national
and international development agendas has revitalised
interest in how non-timber forest products (NTFPs) can
be commercialised to increase welfare in an
environmentally sound way. Yet, despite more than a
decade of research and targeted development projects,
systematic understanding of the role and potential of
NTFPs in conservation and development remains weak.
To help fill this gap, a large group of researchers
combined efforts and used a common methodological
approach to examine and compare more than 60 case
studies of commercial NTFP production, processing and
trade from Asia, Africa and Latin America. To share the
wealth of information generated by this project, CIFOR
will produce a set of publications aimed at different
target audiences.

ForestProducts,
Livelihoodsand
Conservation–targeting
aspecialistaudience
In 2004 CIFOR will publish three
volumes
containing
full
descriptions of the case studies.
Each chapter in the volumes
describes all aspects of a
particular
case,
from
production
through
to
consumption, and ends with a
section on conservation and
development lessons. The authors provide a richly detailed
analysis of the issues, idiosyncrasies and opportunities
found in each case study. Collectively they offer an
invaluable resource for researchers, development
practitioners and conservation workers. Volumes one and
two will cover Asia and Africa respectively, and will be
written in English. Volume three will contain the Latin
American studies and be produced in Spanish and
Portuguese. The African volume will be translated into
French at a later date.

Richesfromthe
Forest–targetinga
largeraudience
Researchers involved in the
project also wanted to reach
an audience beyond the
scientific and development
communities. To achieve this,
three supplementary volumes
covering Africa, Asia and Latin America have been
written in "user-friendly" English and targeted at civil
society and NTFP consumers. The use of simple language
combined with informative illustrations will help
improve public awareness of the commercial and
cultural benefits obtained from forests. They will also
alert consumers to the origins of forest-products
available in markets. These publications will soon be
available in French, Spanish, Portuguese and Indonesian.

If you are interested in receiving these publications,
contact Titin Suhartini (t.suhartini@cgiar.org). Please
indicate your mailing address, the institution you are
affiliated to (if applicable) and which of the
publications you are interested in.

CIFORIMPACT:Gettingthemessage
throughonforestcrime
The Indonesian House of Representatives recently
included crimes against forests and the environment,
such as illegal logging, in new amendments to existing
anti-money laundering laws. Passed in October 2003,
the revised law sends a clear signal to illegal loggers
that the Government is serious in dealing with forest
crime. CIFOR's policy and financial analyst Bambang
Setiono worked closely with the Head of Indonesia's
Financial Transaction Reporting and Analysis Centre,
Yunus Husein and DPR member Sukowaluyo
Mintorahrdjo, to alert regulators to how money
laundering laws might be used to combat illegal
logging. He also assisted in framing the legislation to
include forest crimes. If properly implemented and
enforced, this decision may prove to be the most
important measure yet taken to combat illegal
logging. Impact!
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Bookreview
Kemana Harus Melangkah? Masyarakat, Hutan, dan
Perumusan Kebijakan di Indonesia*

(This review was published in Sinar Harapan 18 Oktober 2003)
Editor: Ida Aju Pradnja Resosudarmo dan Carol J. Pierce Colfer
Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor, Indonesia,
2003, ISBN 979-461-421-X 515 pages
(The book is available in English and Indonesian. English title:
“Which Way Forward? People, Forests, and Policymaking in
Indonesia”)

In many countries the most visible symptom of bad
governance has been the abuse of forests and land, and
the lightning rod for expression of public dissatisfaction
with corrupt governments has been the struggle for
equity in access to natural resources. It was therefore no
surprise to find Indonesia's nascent environmental
organizations at the forefront of the barricades during
these tumultuous days in May 1998 that led to the
overthrow of the Soeharto regime.
Since then, the country has been swept by a tidal
wave of change. Reformist elements have struggled with
the powerful forces of vested interest and conservatism
in a game still far from being played out. Meanwhile,
opportunists throughout the country, both the rich and
powerful and the poor and marginalized, have seized
the opportunities provided by huge vacuums in the
power structures.
The very process of reform and democratization that
should, in the long term, help to bring forests under
better public control has, in the short-term, exposed
these forests to unprecedented threats.
This book documents the events of the past years in
Indonesia and will help us to learn what went wrong.
Indonesia may be unique in the magnitude of the forest
problems created by corruption and the battles to
eliminate it. But many of these problems occur to a
greater or lesser extent in other forest rich countries of
the tropics.
The question implicit in this collection of ecological,
economic, political and social analyses of Indonesia's
forests is: what can the forest conservation lobby do
better to counter the pernicious evil of corruption and
avert the more disastrous asset-stripping associated
with the transition to democracy. After all, there are
tens of millions of people bearing the cost of forest
abuse. And a significant proportion of the billions of
dollars generated by international efforts to save
rainforests was invested in Indonesia. One irony is that
rather than being the allies of the potential domestic
constituency for forest conservation - the forest people
- the international campaigners were marching to a
different drum. They also wanted to appropriate the
forests and set them aside for for some lofty global
environmental purpose - in the eyes of local people they
were just as much a threat as the loggers.
We must never forget that the main source of
essential knowledge of Indonesian forests remains with
the people who live in them. The empowerment of these

people and the legitimization of their rights must be a
major part of the solution.

Jeffrey A. Sayer
Senior Associate
World Wide Fund for Nature
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Forest fires are one of the many topics addressed in
"Kemana Harus Melangkah?". This Indonesian version of
"Which Way Forward?" is targeted arrange of forest
stakeholders in Indonesia.

The Political Ecology of Tropical
Forests in Southeast Asia:
Historical perspectives
Lye Tuck-Po, Wil de Jong, Abe Ken-ichi
Kyoto University Press, Kyoto; Trans Pacific
Press, Melbourne, Trans Pacific Press,
2003, 293 pages. ISBN 4-87698-453-0

The reasons given for tropical forests
degrading or disappearing are often
simplistic: loggers remove too many
trees, companies convert forest for plantations, and small
farmers slash forest for agricultural fields. “The Political
Ecology of Tropical Forests in Southeast Asia: Historical
Perspectives”, edited by Lye Tuck Po (Malaysia's Center for
Technology, Environment, and Development), Wil de Jong
(CIFOR), Abe Ken Ichi (Japan Center for Area Studies)
provides more accurate explanations by identifying the
political dimensions of forest resource appropriation,
contests over forest benefits, and the role of power in the
processes of unsustainable forest use. The book brings
together ten chapters from a number of forest experts
covering 100 years of tropical forest political ecology in
Asia.
Several of chapters demonstrate that modern
struggles over forests and forest degradation have their
roots in colonial periods. Colonial powers used force and
discourse to control forests. Lesley Potter in her chapter
demonstrates how colonial forest departments invented
the argument that deforestation negatively affects the
local climate, to expulse forest farmers from timber rich
forestlands. Wil de Jong writes that the control of the
lucrative trade in such forest products as rattan was often
decided by colonial powers using force against local
Sultans. In turn, local Sultans used force against forest
dwellers, and powerful forest dweller groups used force
against weaker groups.
Although the key actors in Asia's tropical forests
landscape have changed, many of the processes of
contestation remain the same. National rulers, like
Suharto in Indonesia, gave away forest concessions to
business cronies and the military for the sake of national
economic development, and often to win political
support. But according to Steve Rhee, a Yale Ph.D.
candidate and CIFOR collaborator, recent decentralisation
policies have seen the control over forests increasingly
contested at lower government levels, or even at the
village level among forest dwellers with different ethnic
affiliations.
The political ecology of Asia’s tropical forest also has
a wider international dimension, and it is not only
confined to underdeveloped countries. Fred Gale
examines the history of the International Timber
Organization and its support for tropical timber producing
countries in the face of increasing international concern
about the affect of unsustainable logging. John Knight
reveals how contemporary economic development
thinking has created a set of new problems for forest
dependent peoples in Japan where massive imports of
foreign timber negatively affects their livelihoods and
weaken the links between their forestry existence and
their traditional cultural identity.
Further information: n.sabarniati@cgiar.org
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Uncovering the hidden harvest: Valuation methods
for woodland and forest resources
Bruce Campbell and Martin Luckert
Earthscan Publications, London, 2002, 262 pages.
ISBN 1-85383-809-8
Campbell and Luckert's research offers some compelling
new perspectives on the real world subtleties and
contextual complexities of valuing the diverse range of
goods and services provided by forests and woodlands the hidden harvest.
Their manual provides a comprehensive overview of
economic and other approaches for valuing the full
portfolio of benefits from forests, using an accessible
style that should appeal to non-technical readers from
diverse backgrounds. Some of the approaches discussed
include analysis of household livelihoods and plant-based
markets, non-market valuation and decision support
frameworks like cost-benefit analysis.
Perspectives from ecologists, economists and
sociologists who contributed to this book provide an
interdisciplinary dimension to deriving and interpreting
natural resource values. The concluding debate on the
use of integrated natural resource management (INRM)
approaches to conceptualize the relevant systems also
helps situate household livelihoods and resource values
within the whole system.
Bruce Campbell is an ecologist with the Center for
International Forestry Research. Martin Luckert is a CIFOR
research associate and a Professor of Forest Economics at the
University of Alberta, Canada.
Reviewed by Manyewu Mutamba
Research Associate with the Zimbabwe NGO, Shanduko.
Further information: n.sabarniati@cgiar.org

Genderandforestrysymposium
2nd worldwide symposium on gender and forestry
August1-10,2004,Arusha,Tanzania.
GenderandForestryWorkingGroupofInternationalUnion
ofForestResearchOrganizations,IUFRO,incollaboration
withENVIROCARE,UniversityofDar-es-Salaam,Sokoine
University,Morogoro.
The2ndWorldwideSymposiumonGenderandForestry
willidentifyareaswherewomenandmencanaccessforest
resourcesforimprovingthelivelihoodsoftheruralpoorand
enhancing sustainable forestry management locally and
globally.
Symposium themes will include: women and forestry,
gender, poverty and sustainable development, forest
resourceutilizationandincomegeneratingactivitiesforlocal
people,ideology,religionandenvironmentalresponsibility.
Parties interested in organizing roundtable workshops
onspecificareaswithinthethemeandregionsarewelcome.
For further information contact: Professor Elizabeth
Ardayfio-Schandorf, the Chair, Technical Committee,
Department of Geography and Resource Development,
University of Ghana, Legon, Accra, Ghana.
ardayfel@ug.edu.ghorenvirocare_2002@yahoo.com

This timely book
should go a long
way towards
improving the
rigour of NTFP
research.
Alan Pierce,
in the
international
Forestry Review
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Daniel Murdiyarso joined CIFOR’s Environmental Services and
Sustainable Use of Forests Programme in September to
undertake activities in global change research, including topics
such as climate change, carbon cycling and land use change.
Before CIFOR, Daniel was a Professor at the Bogor Agricultural
Institute (IPB) and the Deputy Minister of Environment for
Natural Resources Management Policy Formulation. Daniel holds a PhD from
the University of Reading’s Department of Meteorology, as well as a Masters
degree in Natural Resources and Environmental Management from IPB.
Ulrik Ilstedt, joined CIFOR in September as a Swedish funded
Research Fellow. Ulrich works closely with Daniel Murdiyarso in
the Environmental Services and Sustainable Use of Forests
Programme. Previously Ulrik worked as a Research Assistant at
the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences’s Department of
Forest Ecology (SLU). He joins CIFOR with a PhD in Soil Science
and a Masters degree in Forestry from SLU.
Yuliasari Tjokroaminata has joined CIFOR as the accountant
primarily responsible for overseeing CIFOR’s Forests and
Livelihood Programme. Before joining CIFOR, Yulia had been
working since 1998 with Japanese trading firm, PT. Chori
Indonesia. Yulia has a degree in Accounting from the
University of Indonesia.
Juniarta Leli Panjaitan has joined CIFOR as a Human Resources
Assistant. Juni recently obtained a Masters degree from the
University of Indonesia, majoring
in Human Resource
Psychology. Her work experience includes employment with
Maersk Sealand Indonesia, a Jakarta-based shipping company.
Chiharu Hiyama arrives in Indonesia from JICA as a Senior Level Junior
Expert in Gender and Diversity. Chiharu’s two year secondment will begin
initially with the Indonesian Ministry of Forestry’s Research Center (FORDA),
before moving to CIFOR. She holds a Masters degree in Agriculture from the
University of Tsukuba and Environmental Management and Development from
the Australian National University. Chiharu will contribute to CIFOR's
“Review of rehabilitation Initiatives - Lessons from the Past”.
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